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PROCURE TO PAY
A guide to Purchasing Automation for the Procurement Manager

Purchase Requests
Invoices today should be
emailed directly to a specific
email account dedicated to
receiving invoices from
vendors. All miscellaneous
paper based invoices should
be mailed directly to the A/P
department - NOT to the
department or facility in which
the purchase took place.

Budgets
One of the most labor
intensive steps to the Invoice
process is data entry.
Intelligent (OCR) software has
done a great job reducing the
amount of data entry by
reading key information
directly from the invoice. That
still leaves quite a bit of
additional entry for comments,
assigning approvers and the
GL coding task.

Purchasing Managers

Advanced learning technology
from CoreIntegrator and the
last but important data entry
step can be virtually
eliminated. The net result?
Almost 100% of your data
entry is done for you with the
help of technology.

At the start of the purchasing process is the purchase request

Purchasing Solutions

For those who are either directly or indirectly responsible for
ensuring the company is buying the right product from the right
vendor at the right price - this Document Briefing is dedicated to
you. The shift to Purchase Order based buying has been growing
exponentially over the last decade as management adds more
control to discretionary spending (which, for some companies,
has grown out of control). This increases the demand for a best
practices approach in purchase requisitions as well as purchase
order management.
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which is a user focused request for product or services with no
consideration to the rest of the company. Add realtime budget
validation to that process and users instantly know if their
budgets support this request, and if it does the process continues.
After appropriate rules based approvals, the request finds its way
to the Purchasing Department where the real savings begin.
Features such as:
- Advanced logic to find “like” purchase requisitions so that
orders can be combined taking advantage of quantity discounts.

Receiving
Workflow Software, such as
CoreIntegrator Workflow for
Accounts Payable, will
securely and accurately route
invoices from one approver
to the next based on a set of
pre-determined rules that are
specific to your business
policies. Features include:
• Route based on $ approval

limits by user.
• Unlimited approval levels
• Mobile approval
• Duplicate and fraudulent

invoice prevention
• Integration to your

accounting software
• Virtual document archive

for safe record keeping.
• Audit trails for SOX and

other reporting needs.
Always visible to the A/P
department, every invoice is
tracked and monitored so no
document is lost or delayed.

Purchasing Solutions

- Splitting purchase requests into multiple vendor orders to take
advantage of best sourcing practices.
- Line item receiving to support 3 way matching of invoices.
- Blanket Purchase Orders for volume purchases.
- Vendor ranking by price and service to keep favorites at the top
of the list.
- Reduction of fraudulent and duplicate invoicing through proper
matching procedures to approved purchase orders.
Purchasing combined with the right technology can enhance
both the process and the operational eﬃciencies of the
Purchasing Department. Add to that a more streamlined and
user friendly purchase request experience and now the process
benefits the entire company.
This document briefing is intended to highlight a few of the key
areas where purchasing automation can help you reduce not only
the operational costs within your department but to make sure
vendor relationships are managed and enhanced through. For
more details and information, contact us below.

For More Information:
CoreIntegrator is a leading software solution provider for the
Procure to Pay departments in organizations around the world.
Find out more on the web at: www.coreintegrator.com or send us
an email at: info@coreintegrator.com. For U.S. based companies,
call us direct at 570-964-5380.
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